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This lecture

1. Introductions

2. What is NLP?

3. Why should you care about NLP

4. Structure of this course
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Who am I

This guy:
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My research: human-centered and 
interpretable NLP

• Why do the models do what they do 
and how can people work with them 
more effectively?



What is NLP?



What is NLP?

Natural Language Processing

From Wikipedia, a year ago: “an interdisciplinary subfield of linguistics, computer science, 
and artificial intelligence concerned with the interactions between computers and human 
language”

From Wikipedia, today: “an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science and linguistics. 
It is primarily concerned with giving computers the ability to support and manipulate 
human language.”
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NLP example: ChatGPT
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NLP example: chat bot detector
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NLP example: machine translation
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NLP example: spam detection
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NLP example: grammar and spell-
checker
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NLP example: hate speech detection

perspectiveapi.com
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NLP example: information extraction

Tim O’Gorman, Zach Jensen, Sheshera Mysore, Kevin Huang, Rubayyat

Mahbub, Elsa Olivetti, and Andrew McCallum. 2021. MS-Mentions: 

Consistently Annotating Entity Mentions in Materials Science Procedural 

Text. In Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural 

Language Processing
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NLP example: predicting the stock market
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Xiang Deng, Vasilisa Bashlovkina, Feng Han, Simon Baumgartner, and Michael Bendersky. 2022. What do LLMs Know about Financial 

Markets? A Case Study on Reddit Market Sentiment Analysis. 0 citations (Semantic Scholar/arXiv) [2023-01-24] arXiv:2212.11311 [cs].



NLP vs. machine learning

A few basic types of data:

• Text → NLP

• Images → Computer Vision (CS 855)

• Tabular data

• Time series

• Sound

NLP: machine learning as applied to text (?)

Other miscellaneous terms: “Data science”, “data mining”, “text mining”, “text analytics”
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NLP vs. linguistics

Linguistics: study of the structure of language and comparative differences between 
languages

In the past: used to inform the design of NLP systems

• Recursive neural nets (Socher et al. 2013) a great example

Now: increasingly irrelevant to design of NLP models 

• Though it gives us a vocabulary for reasoning about it

• And NLP can still be used to study it

• e.g. https://medium.com/@jamesasantana/the-rosetta-stone-crumbles-ai-reads-
5-000-year-old-tablets-with-98-accuracy-5fc676365735

• And linguistics can mediate how we interact with our models
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https://medium.com/@jamesasantana/the-rosetta-stone-crumbles-ai-reads-5-000-year-old-tablets-with-98-accuracy-5fc676365735
https://medium.com/@jamesasantana/the-rosetta-stone-crumbles-ai-reads-5-000-year-old-tablets-with-98-accuracy-5fc676365735


NLP vs. information retrieval (IR)

Lots of overlap with NLP, but its own field with its own practices and conferences

• Also, doesn’t only retrieve text

Converging with NLP as “Neural IR” comes to dominate

Also people are starting to use ChatGPT as a Google alternative
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Okay, but what is NLP

Mostly representations & models

How to represent text numerically so that computers can work with it

Models that can learn from humans how to do stuff with text

• Generate it

• Classify it

• Translate it

• Understand it

• Transform it

• Etc.
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Why you should care



Why should you care

NLP is taking/has taken over the world.

LLMs like ChatGPT poised to have transformative impact on

• Software engineering

• Education

• Business

• Journalism

• Medicine

• Pretty much everything else
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ChatGPT

Reddit posts from January 24, 2023
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ChatGPT

Simple idea, same as any language model: pick the most likely next word based on the 
previous words

But models are getting so good that we’re moving toward everyone having a personal 
secretary in their pocket. It can write:

• Essays for school

• Text for written take-home exams

• Code for assignments

• Emails

• Poetry

Just think about how this is going to change society!
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GPT-3
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GPT-3
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GPT-3
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GPT-3
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Research opportunities
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https://groups.google.com/g/ml-news



Academic interest

27https://cra.org/ads/



Job opportunities

28https://www.linkedin.com



Intellectually interesting

My interest: understand the hidden patterns in written text and communication

Want to major in English? Do NLP instead. 
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Is it overhyped?

Well, yes. 

The extreme over-optimists have been running up 
against the limitations.

Problems include:

• Hallucination

• Losing logical cohesion over long 
document/code

• Lack of creativity
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/mollybohannon/2023/06/08/lawyer-used-chatgpt-in-

court-and-cited-fake-cases-a-judge-is-considering-sanctions/?sh=418cc27a7c7f

https://oxford-review.com/chatgpt-making-up-references/



Hype cycle
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner_hype_cycle



This course



Basic structure

Syllabus: https://shcarton.github.io/cs780spring2023/

Structure

• Biweekly lecture

• Attendance “required”

• Office hours after class on TBD

Assignments

• 1.5-weekly homeworks

• Final project

• Last semester, medium article

• This semester, TBD

• (New) final exam
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https://shcarton.github.io/cs780spring2023/


Homework assignments

Written and completed in Google Colab (Python)

Individual work*

Late policy: -10% per day, up to 5 days later

Please don’t use ChatGPT

• Honestly, probably more effort than it is worth
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Topics

Compare/contrast with CMU

• Basic NLP: http://demo.clab.cs.cmu.edu/NLP/

• Advanced NLP: http://www.phontron.com/class/anlp2022/

• Neural nets for NLP: https://www.phontron.com/class/nn4nlp2021/

This course

• Very little linguistics

• Almost entirely ML

• First 4 weeks: classical statistical/probabilistic models

• Next 7 weeks: neural methods up through transformer-based models(e.g. ChatGPT)

• Last few weeks: special topics (interpretability, fairness, etc.)
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http://demo.clab.cs.cmu.edu/NLP/
http://www.phontron.com/class/anlp2022/
https://www.phontron.com/class/nn4nlp2021/


Levels of linguistic representation
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Rec letters & research opportunities

Happy to write letters and supervise research projects—part of my job!

Recommendation letters

• Come to class & participate

• Let me know at least 6 weeks before you need the letter

• Same goes for all letter writers

• Ideally let me know now-ish so I can pay special attention to you

Research

• No summer support for the time being

• Independent study or volunteer basis
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